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River's Dance
She never sleeps
Dancing through a day of water
She constantly races time; no one knows when it will end
A cycle with no pattern; no one choreographed her dance
A wild leap of faith
A swirling shower
Graceful as a swan
She dances through the moonlight
Speeding her way through time
She freezes, not even fighting the cold reality
She is ice
But she knows the race is not over
She is time itself
Fragile as glass and
Unpredictable as wind
She tries to escape her confines, but as she jumps, she lands on a slide
Forever
Spiraling
Down
The sun takes pity on her
For she is a raging tiger behind bars
Angry, scared, and bound
Sun melts her prison, and River is free
Suddenly, she changes
Ever so slightly, she slows
And as she does
Her waters become a little low
She seeps into the ground to nourish the small bulbs of springtime:
Rebirth
Julia Fuss, Grade 5, Portland Jewish Academy
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Welcome

F

ounded in 2000, Honoring Our Rivers has grown into an Oregon tradition and the 13th edition again
represents some of the finest student writing and artwork related to our state’s majestic rivers and
watersheds. Here readers will see the wonder, reverence, creativity and concern for Oregon’s rivers,
as witnessed through the eyes, hearts and minds of our state’s younger generation. River enthusiasts,
community leaders, educators, parents and the students themselves can be proud that our region’s
legacy of creative expression around the natural world continues strong and clear.
Honoring Our Rivers 2013 includes the work of over 125 students statewide, as selected through a
jury-review process that considered over 900 submissions. Each selected student work demonstrates
a commitment to the process of creatively considering a personal and/or collective connection to
Oregon’s watersheds.
In Honoring Our Rivers, student work is accompanied by the creative offerings of celebrated Oregon
authors and visual artists. Together they remind us that perspectives of younger generations are
influenced by those that stepped before them, and that the creativity of youth should always be
recognized and encouraged.
The Honoring Our Rivers anthology is the physical manifestation of the project’s year-round process
of engaging Oregon’s educational community toward developing student work for publication and
public review. Additional events, readings and exhibits take place throughout the year. To this end,
in 2013 Honoring Our Rivers received an educational grant from the Regional Arts & Culture Council
to bring writers and visual artists into Portland’s Cleveland High School and to develop an exhibit at
a leading contemporary art gallery.
We trust you’ll enjoy the new anthology and encourage you to stay connected with Honoring Our
Rivers.
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Mother Missoula
She crashes in the distance
My heart races
Strange creatures from the past
Running now, forever, as she creeps closer
Mother Missoula, creator of the rivers I call home
Her throne is the land I walk upon
Her scepter is the never-ending waves
She is the power and soul of the Northwest
Her raging temper carving beauty
Devan Driscoll-Roach, Grade 8, St. Francis Academy
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Honoring Our Rivers:
Student Artwork and Literature from Oregon Watersheds
A project of the

Sustaining Sponsors
Founded in 1911, the Eugene Water & Electric Board is Oregon’s largest
customer-owned utility. For over 100 years, EWEB has recognized that
the health of our river systems is vitally important to the economic and
environmental success of our community.
The Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde include 27 Tribes and bands from
western Oregon, southwestern Washington and northern California that
were relocated to the Grand Ronde Reservation between 1855 and 1875.
Grand Ronde is the Willamette Valley Treaty Tribe. The Tribe is dedicated to
preserving and protecting the environment all Oregonians share.

A family of companies with a diverse range of activities: agriculture, urban
planning and development, watershed restoration and international
ventures. Our commitment to sustainability includes actively supporting
community programs, especially those benefitting children and the
environment.
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Contributing Sponsors
Through vision, leadership and service the Regional Arts & Culture
Council (RACC) works to integrate arts and culture in all aspects of
community life. RACC serves artists, arts organizations, schools and
residents throughout Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington counties
through advocacy, grant programs, an internationally-acclaimed public
art program, an arts education program integrating arts and culture into
the public school curriculum, and other community services.
Clean Water Services is a water resources management utility committed
to working in partnership with others to build a sustainable future for
Oregon’s Tualatin River Watershed. More than 530,000 customers enjoy
clean water and healthy rivers and streams through innovative wastewater
and stormwater services, water quality and stream enhancement projects,
river flow management, fish habitat protection and more.

Supporting Sponsors

Partners

Special Thanks: City of Portland Environmental Services, Clean Rivers Education Program, Fishtrap, Friends of
Outdoor School, Lincoln High School Writing Center, Literary Arts and Writers in the Schools, the Network of Oregon
Watershed Councils, the North American Association of Environmental Educators, Oregon Arts Teacher Update, Oregon
Department of Education (Office of Educational Improvement and Innovation), PlayWrite, Portland Public Schools,
River of Words (Center for Environmental Literacy), Roosevelt High School Writing and Publishing Center, Soapstone,
The Nature of Words, The Upper Deschutes Watershed Council, The Writers Dojo, and Write Around Portland.
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American Bittern, Justus Gabriel, Grade 5, Oak Hills Elementary
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Participating Schools
A Renaissance School of Arts and Sciences, Portland
Adams Elementary, Eugene
Boones Ferry Primary School, Wilsonville
Chapman Elementary School, Portland
Chapman Hill Elementary, Salem
Clear Lake Elementary, Keizer
Corbett Grade School, Corbett
Eastwood Elementary, Hillsboro
Edison Elementary, Eugene
Forest Hills Elementary, Lake Oswego
Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer
Franciscan Montessori Earth School, Portland
Harritt Elementary, Salem
Indian Hills Elementary, Aloha
Llewellyn Elementary, Portland
Myers Elementary, Salem
Nancy Ryles Elementary, Beaverton
Oak Creek Elementary, Lake Oswego
Oak Hills Elementary, Beaverton
Optimum Learning Environment Charter, Keizer
Portland Jewish Academy, Portland
River Grove Elementary, Lake Oswego
Sabin School, Portland
Spring Mountain Elementary, Happy Valley
St. John the Baptist, Milwaukee
Straub Environmental Learning Center, Salem
Talent Elementary, Talent
The Marylhurst School, Oregon City
Woodstock Elementary, Portland

Student Works:
Elementary School
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Rushing Rivers
A river silently flows. A gentle fish
comes near
its gills move
back and forth,
back and forth,
back and forth.
I toss a rock
It skips, jumps and hops
Skipping, jumping and hopping
The ripples are as active
as a dolphin.

The River Fish, Spencer Swinson, Grade 3,
Optimum Learning Environment Charter

Francesca Mondeaux, Grade 1, River Grove Elementary

Going Home
Gray, happy, and swift.
Swimming wearily away.
Smelling their way home.
Clara Snelling, Grade 3, Adams Elementary

Hillsboro Public Library, Maximus Thomas, Grade 3, Eastwood Elementary

Ducks Swimming
Ducks have webbed feet and quack.
Ducks splashing, swimming, playing all the way through.
Ducks love to eat plants.
The sun rises,
Ducks quack.
Siosi Uta’atu, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary
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Walking in the Woods
One cold November day
The birds chirping sweetly
The water flowing throughout the bank
The leaves crunching as I walk
The salmon flipping their tails in the water
Autumn
Henry Stewart, Grade 5, Corbett Grade School

Cubed Bubbles, Veronica Cooke, Grade 5,
Straub Environmental Learning Center

Life in the River
Streaming, Blue bright
Liquid over
Smooth hard rock
Salmon
Flinging, gracefully over
Big Blue
River Water Clean
Splash
Slithery, Snaky, Slide
Flip, Flop, Flip, Flop
Frog passed
Flip, Flop
Ribbit
Soaring, Saw, Dived
Ribbit
Frog hide under dark green seaweed
It flies away
Caw
Frog down at the creek
Swimming
Free

Froggy River, Cyrus Charkhian, Grade 1,
Nancy Ryles Elementary

Take Me to the River
Take me to the river,
Where the bear prowls the shore,
Where the hawk hunts for salmon,
Where the chirps of the birds form the beautiful music of the river.
This is where the animals live,
Where the sun shines,
This is the river.
Celia Connor-Smith, Grade 4, A Renaissance School of Arts and Sciences

Daniel Page, Grade 3, Boones Ferry Primary
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Me and My Life
River Moth, Wilem Dolan, Grade 1,
A Renaissance School of Arts and
Sciences

Beautiful River
I feel it rushing,
swirling and cooling
my feet. I see whirling,
gleaming and my reflection.
I smell sweet and fresh air.
I hear splish, splash, plitter, platter,
the GLORIOUS river.

From the land animals that race to me every day.
The ants that take a hike up my trunk.
The birds that make their nest in my branches.
I see everything from the top of a mountain to the
bottom of a river.
I give you my sap for syrup, I give you my branches
for shade, I give you my leaves to find bugs.
I let animals climb on me.
I am growing slowly but gracefully.
I will be tall and grateful for the life I have and
I always will be.
Just promise that you won’t ruin my habitat and
Cut me down.
Morgan Stafford, Grade5, Corbett Grade School

Brody Amberg, Grade 1, River Grove Elementary

Icy Clear Crystals of Snow
(a Cinquain poem)
Snowflakes
Tiny crystals
Chipped out of a small pearl
Like an icy clear crystal of
Beauty.
Gustav Colabella, Grade 1,
Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Birdie Tweet Tweet, Alix Playford, Grade 4, Eastwood Elementary
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Ruby Pink River
Rivers of clouds
Swirls and swirls
Shapes of squiggles all around
With the colorful fish swimming
In the ruby pink water
Jumping up high
Almost like they can fly
That’s what it’s like
At the ruby pink river
Jackson Whittemore, Grade 2, River Grove Elementary
Ahna Peterson, Grade 3, Franciscan Montessori Earth School

The River
The sound of the river flows through my ears.
It is like the rain pittering on the roof.
Loud, noisy, but soft and sweet.
The river looks like a stream of silver fish
swimming through the water.
Sometimes fast and sometimes slow.
The river feels soft and smooth;
on my toes, on my fingers.
My heart feels calm and relaxed.
It is the sweetest thing I have ever felt.
Mia Gabriel, Grade 2, Oak Hills Elementary

Fish, Fish and More Fish, Jackson Barnes, Grade 2, Clear Lake Elementary
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Deer Creek
Deer Creek is one of my favorite places to be with my friends
and teachers. Some of the things I like to do there are: swim in the cool
water, finding little crawdads in the water, and walk on the warm rocks.
These are all lots of fun.
The crystal blue water feels heavenly when swimming in Deer
Creek. It’s nice because it calmly flows down and makes a “shhh” sound.
It’s like the sky on a clear day. There’s no mud.
Sometimes I like to go underwater, hold my breath, and listen to the
Milan Cieslak, Grade 1, Franciscan Montessori
chilly water flow down the creek. The creek bed is full of life.
Earth School
Periwinkles and crawdads are fun to find at the bottom of
the creek. I like it when the little periwinkles stick on my hand like an octopus. Also I like it when the crawdads jet
through the water to hide from any passerby. Sometimes it’s cool to catch a mayfly larva and watch it shake around.
Another thing I love is walking on the warm rocks.
I love walking on the warm rocks that are like hot coal. They are warm and fun to play on. Sometimes I like
to jump off the rocks into the water below. All of these things are great, but one of my favorite things to do is to be
with my friends in nature.
Next year I hope that I can learn more things while visiting Deer Creek. Then I can write a new story. Then I
will be really happy. When I go to Deer Creek and play with my friends, I’m a happy puppy.
Karli Farrimond, Grade 5, Talent Elementary

Rivers
Fast, dark and turbulent
Through the stormy night
Long and quick its journey
Down the stream
Salmon traveling
Long, spotted, silver-green
Streams turn into rivers
With animals swimming through
Down along the rocky shores
Animals make their homes

Untitled, Mila Kraljev, Grade 2, Franciscan Montessori Earth
School
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Most travelers can swim
But not all.
Hudson Reink, Grade 1, The Marylhurst School
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Bears Eating Fish
The brown sparkly bears,
Out of the water eating fish.
On a big rock with a bear,
Sitting and sitting on the rock.
Waiting and waiting for fish to eat,
Looking and looking for fish to eat.
Some fish swim away,
And some just get eaten by the bears.
Simran Basi, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary

Untitled, Gustav Colabella, Grade 1, Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Exploring
Exploring on the river banks
Xanthic colors reflect on the river at sunset.
Pouring chocolate in the evening
Looking for anything interesting
Our dinners are very yummy
Rubbing clean a little rock
Investigating bulky rocks
Newts are everywhere!
Going to sleep in our cabin after the sun
goes down.
Fish Out of Water, Sydney Hepler, Grade 4,
Llewellyn Elementary
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How the Tadpole Got His Legs
(an Abecedarian poem)
A cool blue
Bubbling river
Caught a little tadpole in the current.
Diving, struggling
Erupting out of the water,
Flinging itself about,
Growing tired,
He slowly swam,
Into the mighty current, and with a final
Jump, he was
Knocked up to the shore.
Legs! Long, long legs! How
Mama frog would
Never stop kissing him!
On his way home, he
Passed his brothers and sisters. The
Queen frog heard this wonderful news,
Raised her
Scepter and said,
Today, lady frogs and gentle frogs,
Utidus the tadpole,
Victoriously
Won the battle with the river, an
‘XTREME battle,
Yes it was. I,
Zeliona, queen of the frogs,
Announce Utidus
Beloved
Captain of the waves.

Western Columbine, Quinton Marzolf, Grade 2,
Forest Ridge Elementary

Joy Marron, Grade 4, Indian Hills Elementary

Scotch Bell Flower, Amara Evonuk, Grade 2, Forest
Ridge Elementary

Flower Patch, Grace Karschnia,
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary
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Wonders of Nature
Snow falls with a soft touch
Freezing the whole ground
Soft snow
A wonder of nature
Trees, so tall
Cedar,
Douglas fir,
Redwood and
Acacia
Giving shelter and oxygen
A wonder of nature
The world
A globe of blue, green and white
Showing us all these things
A wonder of nature.
Milo Moran, Grade 1, The Marylhurst School

Thunderbird, Timothy Garnand, Grade 1,
Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Quilted Rivers
(a Triple Acrostic poem)
Clean 		
Lines 		
Entering
All 		
Near 		

Rivers
In
Valleys
Everlasting
Revolving

seW
AlaskA
aT
spacE
riveR.

Melina Whalen, Grade 3,
Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Nature Talks
The rivers sing,
The winds scream,
The forests whisper,
The mountains shout
It is our job
To listen
And make sure
Their voices
Never
Go out
Katie Farley, Grade 4, Llewellyn Elementary
Nature Garden, Myrka Ayala, Grade 4, Eastwood Elementary
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I Am the River
Osprey, Anna Dreher,
Grade 5, Sabin School

River Song

I am the river, swiftly moving by.
I am the river, swaying side to side.
I am the river, going down the mountain side.
I am the river, speeding quickly by.
I am the river, crashing and thrashing by.
I am the river, now softly moving.
Now I’ve met the ocean.
Abbi Marzolf, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary

I swish and gurgle,
I pass by the trees,
Fish swim inside me.
I feel the gentle breeze.
I see all the birds,
Red, blue and green,
The birds are so colorful and keen.
Splish, splash, the frogs jump on me.
The lily pads in perfect circles,
Look like they have been wiped clean.
Diya Balakrishnan, Grade 3,
Franciscan Montessori Earth School
Otter Waiting for Fish, Emily Perez, Grade 5, Harritt Elementary

The Old Clack
The sun is bold bright and raging
As piles of green balloons form
Let out their air with great croaks
Bobbers plunge into the water from the shores
All seems well since one fish does not mean no more
Salmon catch the air with their invisible wings
Some waves are white and some are green
There goes another fall day on the Clack
Kelly Simmons, Grade 5, Oak Creek Elementary
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River's Dance
She never sleeps
Dancing through a day of water
She constantly races time; no one knows when it will end
A cycle with no pattern; no one choreographed her dance
A wild leap of faith
A swirling shower
Graceful as a swan
She dances through the moonlight
Speeding her way through time
She freezes, not even fighting the cold reality
She is ice
But she knows the race is not over
She is time itself
Fragile as glass and
Unpredictable as wind
She tries to escape her confines, but as she jumps, she lands on a slide
Forever
Spiraling
Down
The sun takes pity on her
For she is a raging tiger behind bars
Angry, scared, and bound
Sun melts her prison, and River is free
Suddenly, she changes
Ever so slightly, she slows
And as she does
Her waters become a little low
She seeps into the ground to nourish the small bulbs of springtime:
Rebirth

Circle Game, Charlotte G. Cody, Grade 4,
Chapman Elementary

Drift Creek
Water pouring
Out of the twin falls.
Wet clean water rushes over sand,
Slimy rocks,
And periwinkle shells.
People yelling and laughing
In the swimming hole
Or in pools of water,
Crawdads clicking,
Beavers gnawing,
Fish jumping,
As it flows towards the sea.
Caleb Chupp, Grade 4, Homeschool

Julia Fuss, Grade 5, Portland Jewish Academy
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River Animals Haiku
I see frogs swimming
“Zap!” there goes another fly
The tongue’s out again
Alice Mason, Grade 3,
Franciscan Montessori
Earth School

Salmon swim upstream
Going to where they were born
To lay little eggs
The blue heron’s up
It looks over the river
And plucks a fish out
Anna E. Wallin, Grade 3, Forest Hills Elementary

Water on a Leaf
(a Cinquain poem)
Dewdrops
Fall on a Leaf
Then to the wet, soft ground
I can help the plant joyfully
To grow.
Livia Chiu, Grade 2, Franciscan Montessori Earth School

The Stream
(a Cinquain poem)
Flowing
Softly goes the
River, down the calm stream,
Gliding gently to the Willamette
Shining.
Kiera Cullins, Grade 3, Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Coyotes at the River, Irelyn Stanley, Grade 5, Harritt Elementary
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Where the Water Can Flow
Can you hear the creek
where the water can flow, or
see the moon’s mysterious glow,
do you know where the gray wolf howls, or
where the shadows creep as
silent as owls,
If you do, then
Preserve the water that
sparkles like dew.
Sorah Park, Grade 4, Llewellyn Elementary

Icy River
Icy waters flow
winter chill ripples the waves
leaping up like deer

Water Horse, Lucy DesBiens, Grade 5, Harritt Elementary

Eleanor Courcelle, Grade 3,
Woodstock Elementary

The Unlikely Savior
There once was a river who spoke words of joy. All who sat upon its river bank felt the happiness it spoke, but one
day many years later it spoke no more. It had been littered with trash by the laziness of humans. One day a savior
appeared out of nowhere. The hero held only two weapons: a trash bag and a pair of gloves. The young man was
at the age of 14. He always wore his ripped jeans and a Superman T-shirt. The trash bag had been emptied from
the dumpster in the alley two blocks away. The gloves were a gift from his Aunt Betty. “To match your elegant blue
eyes,” she had told him when he’d unwrapped them two years ago. Although the boy’s family may have not been
the richest, he was happy that he had so much. Since he was a thankful boy he decided to make the world a better
place. Right away he got to work. As surprised as you’d be when the boy was done, the river spoke once more.
Happiness spread to all who had ever loved the river. Their joy had returned, but this time to stay. The happiest
person of all was our unlikely savior because the one who gives is the one who receives the most in return.
Ryleigh MacDonald, Grade 4, Llewellyn Elementary
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Salmon Waves, Riley Corrigan,
Grade 3, Chapman Hill Elementary

As You Say No, Yes Is Happening
As you stand there and tell me water can’t talk,
Water can’t listen,
Water can’t tell a joke,
I wonder
Do you know this from experience?
Or is it just an assumption?
How do you know?
Maybe as you say no, yes is happening
Maybe cloud is having a conference with ocean to see when ocean needs rain next,
Or maybe cloud is feeling a little light,
So he is asking sun to evaporate more water molecules for him,
What if all water and its bodies are just like people,
Water has a body that keeps it big and strong,
People have bodies that keep them big and strong,
So I wonder if you, the reader, are just another body of water,
Just another little droplet waiting to be evaporated,
Then rained back down to read again,
So maybe as you say no, yes is happening
Talia Rosenbloom, Grade 5, Portland Jewish Academy

Detail Turtle, Ty Sowa McKay, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary
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A Poem of Rivers
This is a poem,
Like the ones we shall honor for life.
A flag sometimes standing by these humble rivers of ours,
Amazing rivers,
Outstanding rivers,
To show, we are us.
Proving our trustworthiness,
Home to millions of plants and animals,
Mosses, salmon, ferns, fish, and many more.
Green, lush, healthy, and responsible for life
A river in every town, city, state, or country.
Spectacular rivers,
Our rivers,
Flowing through.
And that’s why today,
We stand here with love honoring the rivers,
Our rivers,
Rivers of us,
Oregon.
Flannery Belle Ross, Grade 2, Woodstock Elementary

Untitled, Katrina Dovgoruk, Grade 2,
Forest Ridge Elementary

You Fly from the Sky
You fly from the sky in a hurry
You need to be on time to meet rain in the ocean
Swimming down to the sea floor, searching for rain
You float up to the sky again
Sun is calling your name
You get distracted
Cloud pushes you out into the world again
But this time as a droplet
You land in a flower
You drift off to sleep
You are slowly awakened by a buzzing bee
You fall out of the flower in shock
Your journey continues
As you keep providing the resource we all need to live
Sam Rosenfield, Grade 5, Portland Jewish Academy

Untitled, Sophia Waldon, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary
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Wild River
Rose bushes with lots of frost,
Seagulls cawing.
Frosty, brown grass, all over,
Chicka-dees fluttering, having fun.
The current rushing,
Birds chirping.
Trees slurping up lots of water,
Dirty water rushing in the fast wind.
Shades of brown, green, white and black,
Cool breeze in my face.
Chipmunks running up naked trees,
Sparkly, silvery water, from sun.
Rocky homes of lots of colored fish.

Francesca Mondeaux,
Grade 1, River Grove
Elementary

Landon Meuser, Grade 3, Homeschool

Forest Brook in Watercolor, Iann Scott, Grade 4, Myers Elementary

The River’s Song
Tip-Tipy-Tip
Tip-Tipy-Tip
As I tip toe
At the river’s edge
As graceful
Water
Flows from
The falls twinkley
Light. It will
Sing a sweet
Song if
You
Listen

Salmon
Red salmon
Swimming
He will die
Wyatt Moore, Grade 5, Corbett Grade School

Faith Horner, Grade 2, River Grove Elementary
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By the Sea
My feet start to sink on the slippery sand.
The sea sways as the ocean plays.
– A song of dipping waves –
The dolphins jump through hoops of air.
The salty air waves my hair.
Rileigh Ann Raspa, Grade 2, Franciscan Montessori Earth
School

By the Sea, Rileagh Ann Raspa, Grade 2, Franciscan
Montessori Earth School

The River Is a Ghost
The river is a ghost,
changing while not,
it flows.
The river is a dream,
asleep while awake,
it flows.
The river is quiet,
watching while waiting,
it flows.
The river shows us others
who have gazed upon its beauty.
The river is a ghost.

Untitled, Melina Whalen, Grade 3,
Franciscan Montessori Earth School

London Mahaley, Grade 4, Llewellyn Elementary
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River View, Natalie Kissel, Grade 8, Rimrock Expeditionary Alternative Learning Middle School
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Participating Schools
Beaumont Middle School, Portland
Catlin Gabel, Portland
Clara Brownell Middle School, Umatilla
Corbett Middle School, Corbett
Isaac Newton Magnet School, Newport
Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem
Mountian View Middle School, Aloha
Portland Jewish Academy, Portland
Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton
Rimrock Expeditionary Alternative Learning Middle School, Bend
Franciscan Montessori Earth School, Portland
Sherwood Middle School, Sherwood
Stoller Middle School, Beaverton
Talent Elementary Outdoor Discovery Program, Talent
West Hills Christian School, Portland

Student Works:
Middle School
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Conversation with a River
You ask me to write about the rivers
I would love to write about their beauty
But they do not call upon me for that
The rivers ask me to write about their murky waters
And dead fish
So be wise and listen to their words
Time is nothing to me
As is, I am a river
I never stop rushing
Sometimes I may be gentle
Moving lazily, the summer sun
Warming my waters
But when rain comes
I swell
Like a mother doe soon to be in labor
I reach past my banks
Destroying
Some say I am angry
That is not true
I am sad
As I reach past my banks
Trying to be free of my polluted water
I mourn the fish
That used to be plentiful
They now float on their backs
My water no longer clear and blue
But grey and dirty
I did not do it to myself.
I shared with you water to drink
Fish to eat
A place to swim in the summer heat
And in return
You hurt me
Hurt us
It is not too late
To mend what you destroyed
Hear my voice
Let my words swim
To caring ears

The Thinking Stream, Lauryl Mergen, Grade 7, Corbett Middle School

Losgunna Blue June, Grade 8, Homeschool
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Beyond My Eyes
A serpent coiling through
A rock carved canyon.
The ferns drooped through
The unfixable crevices.
A log lays peacefully
In the serpent’s stomach.
The clear sapphire reveals
It’s treasures from underneath it’s slithering skin.
The movement of the water
Amongst the turquoise scales.
Mixed blues and yellows
Paint the sky above my eyes.
Alina Connolly, Corbett Middle School

As the River Flows
As the river flows, the salmon swims
against the current.
As the salmon swims, an insect
skims the surface.
As the insect skims, the birds
chatter to one another.
As the birds chatter, the lichen
slowly grows.
As the lichen grows, the spider
weaves her web.
As the deer watches, the sun
climbs the sky.
As the rain falls, the children
begin their work.
As the children work, the river
flows over the dappled rocks.
As the river flows, the world
begins to breathe.

Vase of a River, Levi Burres, Grade 7, Jane
Goodall Environmental Middle School

Rain pours from a rip in the sky.
Mud is the glue that holds us together.
Elise Kuechle, Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School
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Sticks and Stones
we give up our tokens
sticks and stones that collect in our pockets
and weigh down our memories
we give up dreams in offering
realizing them
from reality
and at night
we stumble down to the beach
Fishing Competitors, Alice Welch, Grade 6, West Hills Christian School
our clammy hands searching for something to grasp
our giggles echoing around the sleepy camp
even though we know this is what we’re supposed to be doing
something about the night air
feels rebellious
the river doesn’t take caution in silence
but quietly separates around the rocks
the beach grows smaller every year
and lights begin to appear along the sandy shoreline
one
It hears the whispers of the wind,
two
carried back from far away
three, four
It listens,
forest stillness closing round
to the tales of the sky,
protecting us from the night
tales of long ago
the melting wax is placed upon beds
The river sets the rhythms of life,
of sticks
sends the salmon back to the sea
and stones
It roars,
and ushered into the river
rushes,
we watch until the water
past the willows,
unintentionally
that line the riverbank,
swallows them up
It winds through the plains,
one by one
Until finally,
we all blend back into the forest
Its energy spent
our shadows grotesquely bending into the trees
It flows into the ocean
and no one stops to think
about the sticks and stone
Avi Gupta, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel
at the bottom of the river

The River

August Lewis-Hoogerhuis, Grade 7, Portland Jewish Academy
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Finding My River
Rivers are careless
Never stopping
Washing away all unwanted feelings
Never holding onto anything, physical or emotional
Grudges are unknown to the river
Its inability to grasp feeling enables it to roam without burden
It fuels itself, then dries out and starts over
Rivers hold nothing close to them
They simply pass things by
Things pass over the river, unnoticed
One day, the river will have a large branch stuck on its banks
The next, it will have washed it away
When we are all like rivers
We will be strong
We will be wise
We will flow
Sam Ellenby, Grade 6, Portland Jewish Academy

The Sacred River
sacred river
wending its way
through
slime covered rocks
over
old soda cans,
bottle caps,
long gone socks
oily rainbows
dance
across gray water rapids
dead fish
bob
in murky water
sacred river
slain
Rowan Treece, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel

Untitled, Tristan Cole, Grade 7, Clara Brownell Middle School
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Night Water
The Thinking Stream
A hiding place, a peaceful stream,
A secret passage, just for me.
I sneak away, this place in mind,
Some time to put the world aside.
I sit beneath the huge cedar tree,
And think about the things I see.
Not worrying about the weight on my back,
But trying to make my troubles crack.
The soft trickle of the clear cold creek,
Away from the world, the quiet I seek.
I feel my troubles start to fade,
Even those I thought had stayed.
The water slides and seeps and swirls,
Sloshing and pooling in twisted curls.
It clears and darkens, roars and rumbles,
Splashing and spritzing with glistening tumbles.
It is what I call my secret place,
Plenty of time to enjoy my space.
It is my spot, my other side,
The place I go to run and hide.
A place to give what I must give,
A place to dream
To hope
To live.

The moon seems as if set alight
My eyes skim across the river
In otherwise pitch-dark night
The starlight causes shivers
One step, two step turn my back
The waters mend my soul’s cracks
Until tomorrow my kind, wise friend
Watch for me around the bend
Mila Fagan, Grade 7, Beaumont Middle School

Lauryl Mergen, Grade 7, Corbett Middle School

Heron by the Park, Katie Priddy, Grade 7, Jane Goodall
Environmental Middle School
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Chetco River
When I walk down the banks of the Chetco
River, I feel relaxed. I love to lie down and
daydream, swim, walk, and watch wildlife! I
also like to climb.
The maple boughs that stretch far above
my head have started to turn deep fall red.
Almost without realizing it, I start to climb. As
I ascend into the tree, I climb like a monkey.
With every coffee-brown branch I climb up,
the lighter the sky seems to get. Finally, when
I reach the highest point I can get without
breaking a branch, I stop.
The view is breathtaking. I can see the
glistening sea-blue river, and the tops of
some of the younger trees starting to turn
sunflower yellow, fiery orange, and a few
shades of maroon. I jump from my higher
perch onto a lower flat boulder, and decide
The Way the River Goes, Carl Haffner, Grade 8, Corbett Middle School
I’m going to go back to my stuff.
Whoops! I slip ... SPLASH! I’m already wet,
so I don’t mind, I’ll paddle around.
As easy as walking, I raft with the current down the river. I love the rapids the best. The river below where I glide is
a swirling, restless snake. Sometimes, if I’m lucky on the rapids, I can do a “bull ride.” This is where I sit on the front
of the raft in a harness, absorbing a bunch of the spray! It’s a blast. After the rapids thin out, the river starts to calm,
humming, giving me a solitary feeling.
When I’m done with rafting, I find a sunny, quiet spot to lie down and daydream. The trees become horses, centaurs,
even griffins! Sometimes, if I find a good spot, it’s just like being in my own fantasy world. I find my spot, sit down and
make myself comfy. The next step is to relax...
When I wake up thirty minutes later, I feel refreshed. Then movement out of the comer of my eye snaps me back to
the real world. I decide to follow a sparrow by the river, but within minutes I lose it. I come to a little side stream, and
then follow it upstream, up a hill of pebbles and boulders. The emerald trees above my head form an arch that serves
as an aviary for my little sparrow and jays, dark-eyed juncos, mountain chickadees, European starlings, even a few
acorn woodpeckers. The stream I was following turns into a waterfall ahead, and the stone wall behind it shows waves
carved by time, wind and water. There is a fallen log ahead, covered in moss, and behind it there is a valley of ferns.
When I find another part of the Chetco, I want to keep coming back. Often I don’t, and that’s how I find so many good
spots. Finding and exploring new places is what makes the Chetco so special to me. While each new place is unique,
I know there are many more to discover, and the Chetco is just one special place I know.
Vivian Tauer, Grade 6, Talent Elementary Outdoor Discovery Program
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River Running
river
running
seeing
thinking
what has it seen
along its banks, in its eddies
people drowning
boats sinking
how long has it been here
its maze-like twists
snaking across the land
where did it begin
a small mountain stream
trickling through the rocks
where does it end
spilling out into a bay
or separating into a delta
river is always there
flowing
splashing
giving
taking
William Sweek, Grade 6,
Portland Jewish Academy

River Community, Isabel Rickert, Grade 7, Corbett Middle School

Against the Current
You reflect others,
Yet no one reflects you,
You shimmer like the noonday sun,
Yet are a shadow of your former self, thin and cool,
You are refreshingly clear,
Yet acrid oil rainbows glisten atop your surface,
You are full of life,
Yet devoid of it, silent and still,
You care for others,
Yet few care for you,
Those few, the planet’s heroes,
Yet to be acknowledged,
Like you
Isabella Pozzi, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel
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No Rivers No Food
Drip, drop
the water trickles
into the river, sounding
like a raindrop falling from
a leaf, the means of having a river
is amazing, it flows like it’s trying
to say something, like thank you
for taking care of me and all the
good things you have done to
make me better and better
by the day. No rivers no
fish to be caught, no fish to
be caught no food to eat, no food
to eat, we run out of resources to eat, problems,
problems, problems thank you river for all of the
great things you do to our world, the water flows between
the rocks like a snake navigating its way through the wilderness, it
freezes over time like an ice age about ready to happen
it goes through the warm, the cold, the freezing,
the rain, the snow, and the waste
we put into the rivers, sorry
about that river we
will deliver good
things as soon
as possible
but the obstacles
will just keep coming but
when all of it’s over it will look
stunning, so thank you river for being
the best you can be, keep it up, when you
link-up with the ocean make sure it stays too.
Aiden Williams, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel
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Floating on the Deschutes
Standing on the edge
of the rocks
looking into the Deschutes
Nervous
I leap,
Submerge
Deep, wet, dark, numbing–
Snowmelt in August.
…
Now, sitting in my yellow kayak
Warming up in the light of the sun
Not deep, not wet, not dark, not numb
Quietly drifting slowly
A feather in a brook.
Jeremy Traw, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel

Why?
The ice covered everything,
The graves of my parents,
and my heart,
I scream and shout at the
Lightly frozen stream,
Why?
I did everything like I was supposed to,
I never lied or hurt anyone,
Yet love and joy ran away from me
I wrap my arms around me
Feeling cheated and tried,
I turn my back away from the river,
Forever
Katie Ying Truong, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel

Curious Cub, Maya Munroe, Grade 6, Homeschool
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A Picture in My Mind
I stand next to the river and watch it flow.
It’s a ribbon of liquid ice, winding its way down the path, pulling the crystal light from the sky and twisting it out into
clear blue silk. It’s an ever-growing source of life, wide and deep in some parts and snaking through forests in others.
It winds in and out of the trees, cutting little ripples as it bounces over stones, spilling down the occasional waterfall.
My feet are bare and sink into the spongy moss riverbed. I dip my hand into the water and cup the clear brilliance
in my palm before letting it spill through my fingers. The sun created little sparkles, like tiny jewels, reflected from the
water. They’re so dazzling, so abstract.
The river is a bed of gems, each sparkling with their own design and color. I can spot the deep tones of cobalt,
layered underneath sky blue, emerald, and crystal white. Instead of being separate, though, they are blended together
like only the richest of paints, illustrating a beautiful portrait. The mountains peek up in the background; tall, majestic
giants overlooking everything, dusted with snow. I know that the snow will soon melt and flow down the great hillside,
eventually merging with this grand body of water, giving us the sweet water we have now. It’s icy cold, but clear,
letting the sunlight illuminate the bottom.
What seems like fathoms below, nature lies. Microscopic bugs dart near the surface, basking in the sunlight,
nibbling on bits of plants. Small turtles and snakes lurk on the riverbed, lying in a shallow pool, well hidden away.
Further out, salmon swim fiercely on, only stopping for the most urgent matters. Like stoic soldiers, they brave the
current, determined to reach their destination in time. River otters, a rare treat, frolic beneath the waves, coming up
to rest on shore after their fun has ended for the day.
I sit out on the bank for a long time. Far ahead, the river stretches out to embrace the land, and behind me it is
just a creek through the forest. In my cutoff jeans, streaked with mud from clambering over rocks to get here, I sit on
a flat stone and wait, staring off into the distance.
Eventually, the sun dips behind the mountains, letting off spectacular rays of golden orange as it sinks. Birds fly
over the water, silhouetted in the light. With the absence of wind, I can see fish jumping, creating little splashes here
and there. The trees are harder to make out now, just bundles of pine blanketing the hills. An owl hoots behind me,
and I feel a sudden chill as darkness sets in.
“Honey, are you out here?” It’s my mother, her silhouette stepping carefully over the rocks to get to me. “It’s time
to come in. It’s getting dark.”
I smile and look out over the river.
“Just a minute.”
Sophie Goodwin-Rice, Grade 8, Isaac Newton Magnet School
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The River
I move slowly
Slowly
Slowly
I am the blood of Oregon
I pass by many great bridges
Be they big or small
Made of stone
Or wood
Or maybe even iron
Slowly
Slowly
I am the blood of Oregon
The trees and mountains
Reaching for the sky
Every corner, every turn
I wind towards my end
Slowly
Slowly
I am the blood of Oregon
The fish run by, rushing
Towards their destination
The deer come out to drink their fill
Of my icy waters
The smell of smoke from many fires
Be they from cabins or camps
I move along the winding path
Slowly
Slowly
I am the blood of Oregon

The Beauty of Wetlands, Laurel Shepard, Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental
Middle School

Untitled
river rushing by,
no clouds and sun in the sky,
hello willow creek
Cassidy DuBois, Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School

I am the river
I am the Willamette
The river life depends on
Slowly
Slowly
I am the blood of Oregon
Austin DuFrene, Grade 6, Stoller Middle School
The Little Duckling, Susan Duckering, Grade 6, Sherwood
Middle School
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Reflecting the River
I reach out to her,
and she engulfs me
I hold her hand,
watery tendrils, clear
undisrupted splendor
I want to save her
fate is sneaking up behind her
disguised in
still fish, belly up
we tell secrets
she murmurs
“fragile”
I understand;
she’sdelicate as a newly formed petal
vulnerable as a hatchling
a moment more
I wait
her ripples suggest
she wants to tell me something
more
but it’s my turn now
I kick off my flip-flops
polished stones under my feet
dive into her depths
Open my eyes to the
swirling sandstorms
fish flitting their silvery bellies
but I came here
for my friend, the river
She helps pull me down
lets in air pockets
so I can breathe in a glistening sanctuary
she’s so powerful, majestic
I get to the heart of her
and quietly whisper
“you are dying,
and you need to be rescued”
construction tore at the connection
between us
severing our intertwined lives
and we plummeted
into shadows of who
we once were

Tumalo Creek Forest, Soliel Haskell, Grade 8, Rimrock Expeditionary
Alternative Learning Middle School

Burn Zone
Fallen leaves, dropping like raindrops.
Singed by heat, licked by flames.
Banks full of fallen footsteps.
Crisp clean currents, racing with no end in sight.
Treetops towering high above our heads.
Unknown to most,
But close to our hearts.
Young and old,
Brought together.
Uniting students to restore the health,
To the once thriving valley, of Tumalo Creek.
Izabella Robles, Grade 8, Rimrock Expeditionary Alternative
Learning Middle School

Natalie Dodson, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel
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What Emerges
from the Pines
The smooth silky air,
dividing as it strikes my face.
I feel the soil beneath my feet,
as I trot down the beaten path.
Watching the green and brown blur
as the shrubbery passes me.
Listening, as the birds chirp,
reptiles slither, and amphibians croak.
The steady drizzle of rain
gets louder as the trees fade behind me.
I came upon a vast flowing river,
and started down toward the
majestic flowing essence,
being pulled in by its beauty.
As I get closer, I see the water
flowing with life.
I tiptoe to the loud briny deep.
And let it carry me into a
noiseless sleep.
David Ban, Grade 8, Corbett Middle School

Today, Anmei Ladeau, Grade 8, Rachel Carson
Environmental Middle School

Where I Dream
Concealed by the amorphous mist,
Only its silky shadows are visible,
Yet it is still beautiful,
Glorified by the majestic light of the dawn.
This is where I come to ponder,
To erase my mind of life’s irrelevancies
That plague me at midday.
It is here my mind can saunter along its labyrinthine streets,
And finally run astray.
Only now can I change myself,
Masquerade a colorful veil over
An old, broken shell.
Only here can I melt into the embers of the morning sun.
This place navigates my destiny,
Liberates my otherwise dismal fate.
This is Ross Island.
Seth TaIyansky, Grade 6, Portland Jewish Academy
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Summer by the Pond
summer’s hot hand drives the children to the water
the buzz of jewel-colored dragonflies
the turtles’ heads that bob from beneath the dock
the way the noon sun’s white glow folds into tiny waves of water
the arched necks of Canadian geese, somehow effortlessly afloat
all of these things and more lure the two girls forward
they squeal as water nips at their toes
and water reeds tickle their ankles
the smallest catfish either of them has ever seen
darts from behind a pebble, whiskers waving
they need no further invitation
they surge forward
leaf debris from low-stooping trees
sucks both their feet
as sand gives way to rocks and algae
mud at the bottom is almost velvety
and they delight in its cool squishiness
the two cousins grab onto their grandmother’s
kayak and pull her to the center of the pond
the older girls warns the younger about the dragon of the lake
lying far beneath them, ready to consume any trespassers
it’s not long before they are both convinced of the invisible menace
and they flee for shore

Above the Creek, Delaney Pogue, Grade 8,
Rimrock Expeditionary Alternative Learning Middle School

but they can’t stay out for long
soon they are back again, excited rather than terrified
that they might be devoured by a voracious beast
the sun is whittled away with disappointing speed
long before they’re ready, evening has come
and the whine of mosquitoes drives them inside
for one day, they have put aside their quarrels
united in friendship by the water
the shocking beauty, endless wonder, unlimited mystery
of the water
Gabi Cohn, Grade 8, Portland Jewish Academy
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The City and the River, Cristina Flores, Grade 10, Lincoln High School
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The Desecration of Our Lady
we have defiled the lady of the lake
how much of her virtue can we possibly take
shamed her streams with our own hands
desecrated the rivers in which the salmon once ran
we need her essence to survive
yet our species is content on ruin to thrive
drowning in greed, drowning in lust
it’s into these beings she puts her trust
we must save her
do not let her go
for without water
the boats of life cannot row
Vivianna Marie von Borg, Grade 11, Resources for Health

Night Bright Hawthorne Bridge, Cody Simmons, Grade 12, Central Catholic High School
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Boardman Creek
A place for you to seek,
Thistle and Weeds
Until one day,
We had something to say,
A class together,
In sunshine,
Or rainy weather,
Calloused hands,
In high demands.
New sprouts,
Trees just below our knees,
Soggy feet, but we won’t be beat.
Boardman Creek,
A place for you to seek,
Ready for new seeds.
Elita, Grade 12, Rex Putnam High School

River in Your Sink, Jacob von Borg, Grade 10, Resources for Health

Untitled
I’m surrounded by beauty.
The trickle of the stream is a melody.
In the distance I hear birds chirping.
They sing me a song. They sing a song in thanks.
The birds thank me and my class for helping Rinearson.
Planting at Rinearson Creek is so rewarding to me. When I see my peers doing so much good work it makes me
have such a flooding sense of hope. Although we will no longer be here, the memories and rewarding feelings will
stay with us always.
Anonymous, Grades 10-12, Gladstone High School (SOLVE Green Team)
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Klamath River Requiem
The dawn has hardly broken on the horizon. I can see my hands work as I slide my kayak into the water, but barely.
During moments like these the water is clear and unbroken, reflecting the blazing morning like a pane of glass.
Color is streaked across the sky in the asymmetrical manner of an amateur artist, leaving the world fathomless
and infinite again. The roar of traffic is a thing of memory, as are responsibilities of the modern world, a world so
removed from nature that few will ever know what I’m experiencing now.
When I come here early, as I have today, I know that I will assimilate seamlessly into the world of the wildlife
surrounding me. I am capable of gliding beside a heron without startling it, nearing turtles watching from the
banks without them fleeing. Nature doesn’t acknowledge my place on the hierarchy today. Reeds rise toward the
sky on either side of the bank, and from them blackbirds call, not bothering to cease as I slink past.
Houses also line the banks, aspiring to pierce the heavens with their conceited facades and dark inhospitable
windows. At any other time they wouldn’t appear so sinister, though they now represent the world I’ve found so
necessary to eschew for a time. I close my eyes to think, lulled by the water’s rhythm. Soon, light will chase away
the dark, and those obsidian windows will be ablaze. Televisions will turn to the morning news, and new tragedies
will be disclosed. For the sake of education, many parents might insist their children see nature programs like
“Earth and Life” by the Discovery Channel. It strikes me as indefensible in my moment of contemplation.
How, I speculate, might we justify living so vicariously? As inhabitants of this ancient Klamath River Basin, we are
blessed with the opportunity to exist so near our amphibious roots. I believe clarity comes to me on the water, so
connected to my surroundings in the way humans were meant to be. We need the Earth in a way that defines us.
This is chiefly why the river is so important.
Snaking through southern Oregon and northern California, my portion of this breathtaking scenery is in Keno,
a small section of its 263 mile entirety. To me, it isn’t just a river. It’s a symbol of what we could all go back to if
we’re willing. It’s an escape when there is a glaring dissension between my visceral needs and the modern world, a
staple in the lives of the animals who call it home, and a beautiful thing that I will cherish forever.
Suzanne Savard, Grade 11, Triad High School

Gone Fishing, Michael Wing, Grade 10, Seaside High School
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Meandering
Watching the waves meet the waves
The tides sweep in
Only to sweep out again
Spring floods up river
Buds burst
The cloak of the land wrapping the shore
Becomes a haze of greenery
In the effervescence
Of the misty world
Water and air meet
Becoming one.
Footsteps dig deep
Into the embankment
Marking their place,
As the river does
Carving into the shore
Moving past the present
Outlining the entire cycle
Meeting the salt
Tides score the sand
Churn the waves onto one another
Salt and peppered pieces fly
They overlap
Interlock and release
Splintering millions of moments into a memory
Bringing chaos into balance
Shaping the world
For the eye to see

The Pouring Hand, Ana Garibay, Grade 10, Early College High School

In the vast gulf
Of our time here,
To remember
Emma Rollins, Grade 12, Cleveland High School
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Adagio con Moto
(At ease with motion)
A flourishing sun at precise high noon
Caresses glittering waves
Gently slopping, rocking
A little green almond-shaped island
(Back, and forth
Back, and forth)
Trees and trees raise verdant hands
And wave with chuckling winds
(Back, and forth)
As an eager paddle dips
(In, and out)
Waving back to them.
Assurance with every stroke
Pulses the island forward
One,
Step.
		At,
			
A time
Methodical
And simple,
A dance
With liquid
Ballerinas
In perfect tempo
(Stepping,
Stepping,
		Stepping)
To an ideal metronome of
(Pull, and release
Pull, and release)
A heartbeat unhurried without pause,
Becoming the subtle pulse
Of every waving tree
And the rhythm
Of every assured stroke,
(Back, and forth
Pull, and release)
All dancing
To an overture of essential symmetry
Elegantly and playful,
Fluid and effortless.

Winter River Solstice, Alexandra Pandolfi, Grade 9, Sheldon High School

James Dunbar, University of Portland
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Dust and Song
Every summer
my family goes east.
Winding along grubby highways,
in arid hills, with only the rumble of the pavement
for background music
we sip our metallic water
and drink in the earth.
Pulling into a dusty parking spot,
we pitch a tent in the parched ground,
whacking posts into the ground
with a loud crack.
We take on a gray-brown tinge
the color of grime.
Another car pulls in,
spewing sandy bits of road
into the air, choking us.
We cheer and embrace our friends
share our water
where have you been
passing on the dust.
We run to the lake,
feet pounding on the cracked earth,
and plunge in.
But the lake is still, the bottom gritty.
We splash and shriek,
noise overwhelming us,
but cannot escape the dirt.
So leave, twisting along a path
of reeds and young trees.
A family of ducks sleeps on a log,
and once we saw otters in the shallows
leaping in the water.
Quiet.
Let the river wash away the dust.
Let the river wash away the day.

Salmon in a River, Anna Zapata, Grade 11, Amity High School

Crouch down at the edge and listen,
The river is singing.
Kate Pippenger, Grade 9, Oregon Episcopal School
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Ripples & Eddies
Small snippets of larger entries that contained language too exceptional to pass up

And the grass is sleeping,
so be very quiet or else you’ll wake the grass!
Reghan Wali, Grade 2, Franciscan Montessori Earth School

Elise Dolene, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary

Blue water falls in the Amazon rainforest
The salty Atlantic ocean
White clouds above the Hawaiian Islands
Dropped and shot back up in Yellowstone Park geysers,
The silk of a spider’s web
On the petal of an iris

Have you yet to hear the voice of Tumalo speak?
Things I didn’t understand began to come clear.
Swift forever flowing elusive creek
Sienna Gordon, Grade 8, Rimrock Expeditionary Alternative
Learning Middle School

Basia Ward, Grade 5, Portland Jewish Academy

One group of people
In a small ecosystem
Making a big change
My force is unbelievable.
Bare feet jump my rocks.
Salmon swim inside of me.
I sparkle for all to see.

Anonymous, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School

Sofia Sosa, Grade 4, Llewellyn Elementary
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I myself went to a river that had a lot
of salmon and they were jumping in
a creek. When I saw that, it felt like
the life that I have: going up and
down and sometimes getting stuck.
I loved to see that moment.
Mohammed-Abdullah Khan, Grade 8,
Mountain View Middle School
Jacob Hurst, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary

I love seeing the fish swim with you. When I do see, I think to myself that you are being loved.
Elizabeth Kern, Grade 3, St. John the Baptist

The Tualatin River
Sparkling, Frozen, Reflective

Heron Meeting

Taste the rain dropping in
Feel the breeze making it crash and splash
Listen to the river

Oaks Bottom is a place of Heron Meetings.
They do silent yoga moves with one another.
Trees, earth and mammal join together
at this very moment. Nature all around.
Everywhere.

Shea Miller, Grade 1, River Grove Elementary

Sequoia Bumpus, Grade 4, Llewellyn Elementary

We Planted Plants Today, Anonymous, Grade 3-5, Spring Mountain Elementary
(SOLVE Green Team)
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Fish Ladder, Lee Kelly, Portland, Oregon. Sculptural fish ladder, located at Camp Caldera Art Center, Blue Lake, Oregon.
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Kelso River, Mark Barnes, Portland, Oregon. Silver/Chloride gelatin developing out print (from 8X10 negative),
2003, during the Smelt run. From the series “Alongside a River.”

Tsagaglalal: She-Who-Watches
She sits above the River of the West,
An owl-eyed effigy in living rock
Where sly Coyote, possibly in jest,
Transformed a woman chief who liked to talk
From matriarch to stark facsimile.
The Trickster missed his bet: the People gave
Her more respect once she clammed up. Thus free
To be her busybody self, a slave
To bringing Spring Chinook upstream on time,
She found the People kneeling at her feet.
The dam that drowned Celilo Falls, a crime
Beyond all fathoming, caused her retreat.
To say the dam’s an eggshell understates
The force that lurks where She-Who-Watches waits.
David Hedges, first published in Northwest Magazine
David Hedge’s writing has appeared in Poetry, Measure: A Review of Formal Poetry, Poet Lore, Able
Muse, The Christian Science Monitor, Left Bank, The Oregonian and Windfall. His books include Petty
Frogs on the Potomac, Steens Mountain Sunrise: Poems of the Northern Great Basin, and A Funny
Thing Happened on My Way to a Geology Degree.
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Platypus Becomes One with Water
“The otters’ ability to disappear, to melt into the water, to slip
into the background as if they had never been there meant that
they became the all-present but hidden secret of the landscape.”
—Adam Nicolson, National Geographic
Otters aren’t the only ones.
It might have been my graceless slip
that made it dive, and then stay down.
My brutish lurch to riverbank, when
someone called “Come see!” I’d lurked
by a bridge, the best spot, I’d heard,
while others watched its duckbill,
webfoot, beavertail, in a farther pool,
to heart’s content. All I saw was
silky pellet melting into murk,
as platypus and water
merged.
Ten seconds sooner, I’d have seen
that crazy mammal well (the one
they couldn’t credit back in London:
“some Tasman trick,” they’d said). But look
at it this way: one second later,
and I’d have missed it
altogether.

Round Dance, Lillian Pitt, Yakima - Warm Springs Nation. Lithograph, based on the
petroglyphs in the Columbia River Gorge, done at Crow Shadow Institute, Pendleton,
OR. lillianpitt.com

Robert Michael Pyle, printed with permission of author
Robert Michael Pyle has a PhD from the School of Forestry
and Environmental Studies at Yale University. His 1987
book Wintergreen, describing the devastation caused
by unrestrained logging in Washington’s Willapa Hills,
was the winner of the 1987 John Burroughs Medal for
Distinguished Nature Writing. His other books include
Where Bigfoot Walks: Crossing the Dark Divide and Sky
Time in Gray’s River: Living for Keeps in a Forgotten
Place. Pyle won the 2007 National Outdoor Book Award.
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Metolius, Julie Keefe, Creative Laureate, Portland, Oregon. Photograph. keefeklicker.com
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A River Speaks
I am early snowmelt from the Ochocos, Elkhorns and Strawberry Mountains.
I press through prairies gaining speed and new infusions from deep springs and streams like Summit Creek and dozens more
who bear the names of pioneers,
the Indian names long forgotten or never known.
I roar past ancient canyons some so high they block me from the sun.
Hundreds of beating hearts nibble at my edges: mule deer, antelope, sheep and elk; cows.
Quail and chuckars chatter like old aunties
in languages I do not understand.
Birds make their way down tallus slopes or gather on the rimrocks shadowed
by Canada Geese in season and the dips and rise of hawks and eagles.
At Dayville, all my branches joined, I spread out.
I swallow Long Creek; so many more.
I breeze by Prairie City and John Day town.
Once, a traveling circus let their elephants cool their leathery bodies in my depths. I swirled around their heavy feet and kept
on moving.
Now I’m mighty.
Now men and women put rafts in me at Clarno and I whisk them past fossil beds, through canyons painted with rainbow
colors.
Plunging through craggy rocks I spray their faces and their yellow jackets as they squeal, gasp for breath and then I spit them
into pools that swirl and give them respite while I carry them forward toward the sea.
Always, toward the sea.
I flow past metal pipes that suck me out to feed hay fields, orchards, vineyards, sometimes wheat; always wildflowers.
At night, prinks of light dot my borders, homes of hardy stockmen who respect me with their care, often fencing off their
cattle to make me more inviting for the fish who wiggle from the Pacific back to my beginnings.
I am the third largest drainage system in the country—without dams.
I cannot be controlled.
When I flood men and women wait for me to calm, flow back inside my banks.
Miles from where I started I enter Oregon’s newest state park called Cottonwood Canyon.
But it is not the cottonwood or sage who carved that place of treeless ridges.
It is me.
I lure steelhead and Chinook.
I offer refuge in deep pools for small mouth bass who thrill the children with their catch in June; hold them for the camera.
I’m what brings the hunters and the campers, horseback riders, fisherman and swimmers.
I make strong men take out driftboats, kayaks and canoes and portage at The Narrows or have them risk their very lives.
Yes, I’ve taken lives—but it is never my intent. I celebrate living.
I am the John Day River, first given a white man’s name in 1812.
John Day was a Virginian who survived a long and troubling journey toward Astoria and the sea.
He was rescued, became known
Where I lose my identity.
I flow into the Columbia; blend with a mightier river.
Our stories flow together now.
Always flowing, toward the sea.
Jane Kirkpatrick, printed with permission of author
Jane Kirkpatrick has written 14 novels and three nonfiction books, including the Wrangler award-winning book A Sweetness to the Soul. Her titles
have been finalists for the Oregon Book Award, the Spur Award from Western Writers, Reader’s Choice and the WILLA Literary Award of Women
Writing the West. Her novel A Tendering in the Storm was named a Christy Finalist and won the WILLA Literary Award for Best Original Softcover
Fiction for 2008.
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Starting Out, Aya Morton, Portland, Oregon. Ink on Paper, from
“The Road Home, A Letter to my Children” by Mimi Morton Buckley.
ayamorton.com
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Wallowa River Road—Late November
the road and the river run together into the canyon
right here where Hoffer’s round barn used to stand
November is real here, and cold
black bulls and gray boulders lie together
near the leafless pale of cottonwoods
in a roadside pasture
a heron stands where the river bends
its long legs lost in the swaying reeds
and marbled swirl of the Wallowa
a silent coyote walks a side hill
padded feet breaking the frosted grass
and eyes looking back soft as night
pale horses walk in thin mist at water’s edge
specters floating in the slow smoke
of burning incense
tamaracks die the winter death
and walk like scattered
old men on the ridge tops
and then mountains soften to hills
rock becomes furrowed ground
the road finds Cricket Flat and then Indian Valley
a brief, slender rain caresses the riverflow
until, finally, the pewter sky opens to sunlight
like the ending of a dream
Richard Mack, reprinted with permission
Richard Mack’s prose and poetry have been published in Wind Literary Journal, South Dakota Review, Clearwater Journal,
Cape Rock, Denver Post, Circus Maximus, Palouse Review and other journals. Most recently, his work was published in
Deer Drink the Moon, Poems of Oregon, an anthology of poems about Oregon by 33 poets (Ooligan Press, Portland State
University).
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Salmon, Bailey Waddell,
Grade 3, Boones Ferry Primary

Yuri’s Dream
For as long as he could remember, Yuri had always imagined that he was a fish. Inside his mother’s stomach he swam
in salt water. And by some accident when he was born, God looked away for a moment. Perhaps to set aright a tilted
star, perhaps to paint more speckles and spots on the Dolly Varden trout or stitch more whiskers onto the snout of
the sturgeon. Something large or small, miraculous or mundane, and Yuri, who should have been an eel, a lamprey,
a dace, was instead a mere boy, flailing and kicking about in his ordinary human skin which he’d never felt, not in all
his twenty-one years, quite fit him.
Which is why he went to the rivers and canals whenever he could. To the man-made ponds and the natural. To brackish
waters and sweet. Wherever there might be fish or the suggestion of fish. Even the memory of fish was enough for
him. So when Azade leaned Mircha’s pole against his mother’s door the day after the wake, Yuri took it as a sign.
Two minutes later with a satchel stuffed with stale dinner buns, he wheeled his old bike through the courtyard and
out to the street.
It wasn’t perfect, this bike. It was actually two separate rejects from the local bike factory, disassembled and recombined
to make one working bike. But the parts didn’t fit together precisely and somehow he’d reassembled handlebars out
of plumb with the frame. Now the bike tilted to the left and it took a furious effort, powerful strokes with the right
leg, to compensate. And with each push from his legs the bike lamented, squeaking such sad complaints that Yuri
began to think the bike was the voice of his very own soul, a voice that could only make sound or be heard when
under the greatest of outward force.
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Then, also, there was the ticking in his head. The sprockets, Zoya maintained, whenever he brought the matter of the
incessant noise up with her. But he knew better. The sound was like that of a stuttering oven timer lodged at the base
of his cerebellum, which was, come to think of it, not functioning very well and hadn’t been, not for a long time. His
head, he decided, was a cheap clock that didn’t know its own ruin.
Yuri clapped his palm against an ear, as a swimmer forcing out water, then pushed on the pedals. It wouldn’t be so
bad, this ticking, if it weren’t so loud. He had stuffed cotton in his ears. He’d fashioned plugs of soft wax. But only two
things helped. The first: fishing.
Hardly a surprise. Even before he was called up into the army, before all that business in the south, fishing had been
his passion. Fish, Mircha had once told him, formed a connection between the water and air, between our world and
theirs. And Yuri preferred their world of water. For water he had learned long ago was a far more forgiving medium
than air. The water turned light viscous and noise unraveled in muted threads, as if from the edges of a dream. It was
the same sensation he could achieve when he wore his father’s souvenir helmet, which was the second course of selftherapy. The helmet was a replica and not even a good replica, of the type of helmet made famous by the cosmonauts.
A horizontal crack stretched from one end of the plastic visor to the other. It had no monetary value whatsoever, or
certainly Yuri would have sold or traded it by now, but its sentimental value was unbounded as it was the one and
only item that had once belonged to his father that Yuri still had.
As a boy he wore that helmet from the moment school let out in afternoons to the moment it began again in mornings.
He even wore the helmet the day his father left them to go to the war. He and his mother, along with the entire city,
had turned out to watch the motorized rifle unit leave in a line of transports for the Bakharevka base. And while others
waved their paper flags, their eyes covered with handkerchiefs, Yuri, his eyes shielded by the plastic visor, trained his
gaze on his father. He watched without blinking as they disappeared behind that thick veil of dust.
And he wore the helmet now. All this to return to a world of diminished illumination. A world discerned only through
the cracked visor that weakened light to wavering bands. All this to woo water for its own sake. All this to return to a
place where that extra inner padding of the helmet pressed against his ears, and all noise dampened to the language
of water and Yuri could be, once again, a fish.
Yuri leaned the bike against a frozen birch and stepped cautiously over the shore-fast crusts of river ice. The sound of
gunshot thundered through the ice. Yuri dropped to his knees, held his breath, counted the ticking in his head. Not
gunfire, just ice compressing. Yuri stretched flat over the ice and peered at the darkness below. They were his brothers
and sisters huddled down there, whispering secrets about the rest of them and their clumsy paddling over their glass
ceiling. Tell your dream to a fish and he’ll carry it for you.
Gina Ochsner, from the novel, Russian Dreambook of Color and Flight (Portobello Press, Houghton-Mifflin, 2009), reprinted with permission of
author
Gina Ochsner lives in Keizer, Oregon, and has been awarded a John L. Simon Guggenheim grant and a grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts. Her stories have appeared in The New Yorker, Tin House, Glimmertrain and the Kenyon Review. Ochsner is the author of the short-story
collection The Necessary Grace to Fall, which received the Flannery O’Connor Award for Short Fiction and the story collection People I Wanted to Be.
Both books received the Oregon Book Award.
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Sea lion and Salmon, Greg A. Robinson, Chinook. Original Painting, 2008. gregarobinson.com
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Red-Shafted Flicker
There is a calmness birds bring to people, a steadiness they impart to even the most frenzied of lives. After a long
winter their cheery voices are like a tonic we drink with our ears, and the soft flutter of their wings, the quiet mutterings
they speak to each other, are like reminders of a distant, gentler time. For a chickadee to land on one’s finger is like
having the very thing of nature visit the self. Tiny claws dig into the skin, blood and bone rest on our own, there is
the inquisitive cock of its head. Such moments leave one feeling slightly askew, as if a part of us was missing or not
quite filled. I have both witnessed and felt such an epiphany in the company of birds, their gentle cooing assuaging
a loneliness I wasn’t aware that I had.
It was late in the afternoon and I’d come inside from chopping wood. Taking off my boots, I was startled when a
large bird rose from the back of a chair. It flew directly in front of me, and I cringed when it smashed into a window.
Hardly had it dropped with a thump then it picked itself up, flew in the opposite direction and slammed into another.
It was a red-shafted flicker, a member of the woodpecker family. Large, handsome birds, they are smoke-gray and
thundercloud blue, a summer storm with orange tail feathers burning through. They’re often seen tapping holes in
the cedar fascia of homes, and in the air have a distinctive patch of white on the rump, also a seductive, undulating,
roller-coaster-like flight. Quickly crossing the few feet that separated us, I threw a towel over its shoulders and picked
the bird up in my hands.
It was an adult male. A comma of rescue orange was splashed on each cheek. There was the crescent-shaped bib
of black under the chin, and below it a spectacular black and white polka dot chest.
As I smoothed this chest with my thumb, the flicker opened his beak but did not make a sound. Then he cranked
his head side to side, carving figure eights in the air. When his eye lit on mine it stayed. The feathers around it were
soft gray, a black pupil resting there like a drop of pure oil. I was looking into a minute disc of Japanese lacquer. A chip
of ebony broken off from a moonless night sky.
It was a great boon is all I’m going to tell you: to hold that bird and forget my place among things. Many times I’ve
come across wild animals in the woods. I know the heightened sense of awareness such encounters can bring. With
the flicker there was a great calmness. It spread through the room. Loren Eiseley said, “One does not meet oneself until
one catches the reflection from an eye other than human.” I nodded and stood. With the flicker I walked outside into
the sunshine. I spent thirty seconds holding that bird. I don’t think I can be blamed for holding on a little too long, a
little too tightly. They were wild, delicate seconds, like the ones that make up childhood.
Then I opened my hands.
Charles Finn, “Red-Shafted Flicker” from Wild Delicate Sounds: 29 Wildlife Encounters, copyright 2012. Used by permission of Oregon State
University Press, www.osupress.oregonstate.edu
Charles Finn is the assistant editor of High Desert Journal, and his writings have appeared in a variety of literary journals, anthologies, newspapers
and consumer magazines. He lives in Bend, Oregon.
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High School
A place so calm but corrupted
but people like us can fix it.
Each day we plant a new life,
to help save the fish.
Pushing towards a new beginning I remind myself,
I am a student
I am an Oregonian
I am one of hundreds who’s willing to make a difference.
Anonymous, Grade 10-12, Gladstone High School (SOLVE Green Team)
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